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Abstract: Although robotic spatial printing (RSP) has demonstrated a new way of fabricating building
components with a good stiffness-to-weight ratio, the complexity of the applied geometries is still
limited. Among them are branching geometries, which refer to the bio-inspired branching structures
(BIBSs) in the building industry. This paper presents a cutting-edge approach to tackle this bottleneck
problem, in which we propose an automated printing path generation (APPG) approach for the RSP
of branching geometries, including an original hierarchical framework of printing node permutations
and a linear workflow that incorporates five core algorithms: the heat method, graph generation,
graph traversal, curve adjustment, and lattice generation. Through the execution of this workflow,
a lattice structure and its corresponding printing path can be generated. This work is validated by
the simulation of three prototypes: two-branch geometry, multi-branch geometry, and multi-level-
branch geometry. Printing expenses are compared with each of the related algorithms to validate the
efficiency of this proposed approach. Along with the appropriate APPG solutions, an analytical tool
for topological type is also presented in this paper.

Keywords: robotic spatial printing; branching structure; graph generation; lattice structure; auto-
mated printing path generation

1. Introduction
1.1. Branching Structure in Architecture

The bio-inspired branching structure (BIBS) is commonly employed in supporting
structures due to its minimal load path, large supporting area, and uniform internal force
distribution [1]. The BIBS incorporates forces over long distances into self-stabilizing
systems, providing unobstructed space close to the foundation by adopting closely spaced
supports at the roof level. With its outermost branches, the branching system divides and
carries loads from the roof structure through each layer to the foundation. These features
make it both spatially and mechanically efficient.

In the construction field, the BIBS is a primary type of output structure in topology
optimization [2,3], graphic statics [4], and fractal design [5]. These generation methods
of BIBSs have been implemented at various scales, and a number of BIBS-based projects
have been constructed including Stuttgart Airport Terminal [1], Tote Restaurant and Qatar
National Convention Center [2]. However, the complexity of its geometry also increases,
resulting in an increased number of product types; therefore, the amount of nodes, which
are components in the cost function of a structure, enlarges the expenses [3].

Moreover, the fabrication method of nodes between different branches can affect
the overall structural performance. Studies have investigated the related variables based
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on the sensitivity factor. The sensitivity factor denotes the relative importance of each
random variable to the failure probability or the reliability index. The most sensitive of
them is the nodal deflection between different branches, with the highest sensitivity factor
being up to 0.85 [1]. Consequently, a holistic and cost-effective fabrication method without
hinges is preferred.

1.2. 3D Printing Configuration and RSP in Architecture

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing (3DP), has revolutionized
various design fields and construction industries [4–7]. Complex and sophisticated products
can be easily manufactured by this unique fabrication technique, which were previously
impossible with a standard industrial workflow [8,9]. One of the most prominent AM
technologies is fused deposition modeling (FDM) [10] (originally proposed by Scott Crump,
the co-founder of Stratasys) [11]. The majority of FDM extrusion systems utilize thermal
plastic (e.g., PLA, PETG, ABS), which is largely recyclable and inexpensive. However,
the conventional FDM method has numerous limitations, some of which are the result of
its three-axis configuration, which produces the part layer by layer while the extrusion
head maintains a fixed z-direction, in the direction of gravity. When applying this process,
supporting structures are required to ensure the printed parts with overhang features have
support from underneath [12]. In addition to wasting printing material and time, this
approach results in poor surface quality and probable product damage when removing
the supporting structure. Some research on infill lattices aims to reduce the supporting
structure, such as an adaptively subdividing rhombic grid [13] and a Voronoi diagram
of ellipses [14]. However, these printing solutions are all still limited by the three-axis
printing configuration, and would all require at least some form of support structure for
the overhangs.

3DP based on a robot arm with a five- or six-axis configuration provides a new pos-
sibility to manufacture distinct non-planar parts with varying printing directions, which
is achieved by either tilting or rotating the table or nozzle. Keating et al. [15] and Wang
et al. [16] introduced a path planning strategy for fixing the nozzle but moving the printing
table. This configuration is beneficial for the filament adhesion with the help of gravity.
Other studies focused on the tilting and rotating nozzle configuration [17,18]. This proce-
dure enables designers to slice the input geometry into non-planar layers while maintaining
a smooth extrusion head direction change from layer to layer. This partially solves the
overhang part production problem, as the previous layer is no longer necessarily directly
below the current printing layer in the z-direction. In addition, 3D printing based on a
robot arm is one of the approaches to enable large-area additive modeling (LAAM) due to
its extended workspace and the possibility of utilizing a high-capacity extrusion system
such as fused pellet modeling (FPM) [19]. With this configuration, the nozzle size can
range from 2 mm to 10 mm in diameter, achieving a maximum layer height of 5 mm [6],
which is more efficient for LAAM compared to 3D printing machines with a layer height
of 0.2–0.8 mm [20]. Experiments on the overhang and bridge features of this technology
have been conducted [21], as well as compressive deformation analysis [22], and materials
such as ABS, PLA, and PETG have all been tested under these circumstances with positive
experimental outcomes [6]. However, the above-mentioned LAAM experimental research
is still confined to layer-based printing, which does not fully utilize the degree of freedom
of the robot arm.

Robotic spatial printing (RSP), also known as spatial extrusion or lattice cellular
printing, presents a solution that fully realizes the potential of 3D printing with a robot
arm platform. RSP fabricates lattice structures composed of repeating cells with struts and
nodes. It resembles the infill lattice of conventional 3D printing, but its printing process
is entirely unique. In the RSP process, the extrusion head extrudes the thermoplastic in
an unsupported space with the aid of a cooling system that reduces the temperature of
the printing material to below its glass transition temperature, resulting in a layer-less
production. In addition to the properties already inherent in lattice structures (such as
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superior absorption, thermal and acoustic performance) [23], RSP offers its own substantial
advantages over other manufacturing methods. The compression strength of the printed
sample was 224% higher than that of the pure thermoplastic resin counterpart. It reached a
compressive strength σ = 1.24 MPa [24], while the lattice structures using the same material
conducted by Xu’s method reached a result of σ = 0.12 MPa [25].

The emerging RSP configuration is drawing attention from numerous academic dis-
ciplines. This technology confronts numerous problems including the appropriate tool
path planning strategies, stiffness evaluation, structure organization, and adaptivity to
geometries [26]. Tongji University has constructed a prototype called Cloud Pavilion [27]
and conducted a comprehensive study on printing path design and structural analysis,
explaining how the tool path design affects its overall structural stiffness. Tsinghua Univer-
sity proposed a multi-nozzle extrusion head mounted on a six-axis robot arm to produce
free-standing geometries, emulating the natural construction principles of a spider [28].
This research implies the possibility of RSP to print free-standing geometries, but the
prototypes are constrained in a linear way. Mueller et al. [29] introduced their wireframe
technique performed on various objects including bottles, telephones and spheres, further
expanding the input geometries of RSP. However, the connection part of the branching
geometry did not conform to other parts, causing structural instability. In addition, RSP
has been integrated with the topology optimization principle of stress line analysis while
fabricating cantilever beams [26,30]. Although the experimental results indicated that the
RSP material and extrusion system was stable, the design of the printing path remains a
major challenge.

1.3. Printing Path Generation Method

In the layer-based 3D printing field, numerous studies have been performed to enable
overhang model printing without supporting structures. Xiao et al. [31] introduced an
automated path planning method that allows reorienting the part during the build using a
five-axis machine. The reorientations still allow the part to be built using traditional planar
deposition but without the use of supports. This feature enlarges the method’s applicability.
The path planning strategies are also aimed to automatically avoid collision, ensuring
connectivity during the printing procedure [32,33]. Moreover, specific process planning has
been developed for hybrid manufacturing that combines additive manufacturing (AM) and
subtractive machining (SM), addressing the issues of feature resolution, surface finish, and
tolerance by subtractive machining [34,35]. Various strategies for printing path planning
have been proposed to facilitate non-planar 3D printing. Dai et al. [16] introduced a volume
decomposition method for the support-free printing of solid models, which is suitable
for large overhangs and high-genus topologies. However, the input voxel-based model
hampered the computing performance. In contrast to Dai’s method, Xu et al. [18] developed
a path planning algorithm for support-free printing based on a mesh surface, in which
the printing contours are generated by adopting a shape-constrained geodesic distance
field. There are two potential limits to Xu’s method: (1) potential interference between
different curve layers; (2) tremendous overall processing time because of the constantly
changing nozzle orientation. Crane et al. [36] developed the heat method, which conquered
the curve interference problem by utilizing a heat diffusion field. This method is not
limited to a particular data structure or even dimension. Instead, it provides a generic
principle that is applicable to a broad sector. Diverse strategies have been proposed to
transfer the heat diffusion field to curve layers that might be used for 3D printing [37,38].
Furthermore, numerous studies have taken the boundary condition into consideration,
including spiral pocketing via the linear morphing method proposed given by Romero
et al. [39], impact paths defined by isolines of scalar functions [40], and a Laplace-based
spiral contouring method [41]. Mitropoulou et al. [42] applied Crane’s heat method to
a non-planar robotic printing process and attained a satisfactory prototype of various
topological types. Li et al. [17] also employed the heat method in their path planning and
included an infill lattice generation algorithm.
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In terms of the RSP path generation method, Chen et al. [27] generated a lattice
structure from UV grids of an input NURBS surface. Gramazio et al. [43] followed similar
procedures and implemented experiments on various prototypes. The generation method
based on the NURBS surface is simple to execute; however, the input geometry is restricted
to a surface without self-intersection, which cannot satisfy all production requirements.
Soler et al. [44] proposed a lattice generation method based on a cell sorting algorithm,
which can be applied to input volumes but is unsuitable for more intricate topological
geometries. To address this limitation, Huang et al. [33,45] introduced a feasible fabrication
sequence for general RSP procedures based on strut sorting. Huang’s approach can be
applied to a variety of topological geometry types but demands a huge computational cost
due to the nature of strut sorting. Consequently, his approach is incapable of producing
large-scale structures with a vast number of struts.

In summary, there is still a lack of effective printing path planning and design methods
for RSP to deal with complex branching geometries. Each proposed method has a limitation
in terms of the path generation algorithms, computation expenses, and applicability to
complex shapes. Therefore, an efficient and adaptable automated printing path generation
(APPG) approach still needs to be developed.

2. Methodology
2.1. Programming Setup

The APPG workflow began with an input mesh geometry model on the computer-
aided design software Rhinoceros. Within Rhinoceros, a parametric modeling interface
called Grasshopper (GH) was used to process algorithms and the robotic simulations. The
five primary algorithms applied in this paper were developed in C# using the code editor
Visual Studio. After completion, these codes were wrapped in a plugin compatible with
GH. To simulate the RSP process, the KUKA|PRC GH plugin was utilized.

The majority research on RSP restricts input geometries to NURBS surfaces, extracting
UV grids to generate lattices [27,43]. However, due to its limited topological complexity,
the NURBS surface cannot represent branching geometry. Therefore, we utilized mesh
geometries in our research.

As shown in Figure 1, three prototypes of mesh models were designed to depict two-
branch geometry, multi-branch geometry and multi-level-branch geometry, respectively.
Each model shown is an open mesh with naked edges.

Figure 1. Three prototypes of input meshes.
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2.2. A Hierarchical Framework of the Printing Node Permutation

The RSP lattice structure consists of two fundamental components: the node and the
strut. Since the entire structure is printed by moving the extrusion head from one node to
the next, the printing node permutation determines the actual printing path. As a lattice
structure might have a high number of disordered nodes, visiting these nodes individually
incurs a substantial computing cost. As illustrated in Figure 2, we proposed a hierarchical
framework of printing node permutation to ease the computing cost of the model.

Figure 2. Hierarchical framework of printing node permutation.

This approach links the tree data structure (DataTree) to the 3DP BIBS, storing and visiting
all the printing nodes needed in a printing process in a hierarchical framework. The nodes are
first arranged into curve layers, which are then organized into branches, with each branch in-
cluding a specific number of curve layers and each curve layer containing a specific number of
nodes. Instead of visiting the nodes individually, our approach firstly determines the order of
the branches B = {bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , |B|}, then the permutation of the curve layers within each
branch C =

{
cij, i = 1, 2, . . . , |B|; j = 1, 2, . . . , |C|

}
, and finally the permutation of the print-

ing node in each curve layer N =
{

nijk, i = 1, 2, . . . , |B|; j = 1, 2, . . . , |C|; k = 1, 2, . . . , |N|
}

,
allowing an efficient and feasible sequence of printing nodes to emerge from an otherwise
complex geometry.

2.3. The Workflow

The proposed APPG approach incorporates three main phases: initial geometry design,
algorithm workflow and printing design. This linear workflow system requires the user
to set key algorithm parameters of the initial geometry design and printing design. The
approach is classified into seven modules as shown in Figure 3A–G. The modules can be
classified as follows:

1. The user input of their initial model geometry. The user should use the SubD
command multipipe in Rhinoceros to generate a branching geometry in SubD for-
mat and use the Quadremesh command to convert the SubD model into a mesh
model (Section 3.1).

2. The user input for the heat method, including the source and sink classification
and layer interval. The user should determine the layer interval and choose which
mesh edge is the source and which is the sink according to the practical printing
situation (Section 3.1).

3. Algorithms that generate the curve permutation as printing layers. The heat method
is utilized to generate the geodesic curves and the graph method is used to determine
the order of the curves (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).

4. Output of different stages of the curve permutation including the graph to ana-
lyze the curves’ topological structure. The output of the heat method is unordered
geodesic curves. To transform them into ordered curves, the graph method is applied
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3).

5. User input of the printing parameters, including the node interval and printing speed
(Sections 3.4 and 3.5).
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6. Algorithms that generate the final printing node permutation. The curve adjustment
includes the orientation adjustment and the seam adjustment, which provides the
necessary foundation for the lattice generation (Sections 3.4 and 3.5).

7. Output of different stages of the printing node permutation. The points embedded in
the oriented curve are first stored in the DataTree, and then are used to generate the
printing path for the lattice structure (Sections 3.4 and 3.5).

Figure 3. Overview of the workflow.

These key algorithms, along with the inputs and outputs, are described in further
detail in following sections.
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3. Experiment
3.1. Geodesic Distance-Field-Based Slicing

To apply the geodesic distance field generation method, the start and end targets
should be specified so that the interpolated geodesic curves can be formed between these
targets. In the geodesic distance field, the start targets are set as the source and the end
targets as the sinks. The source boundary should be perfectly perpendicular to the printing
platform. As Figure 4 shows, Crane’s heat method [46] is applied to the triangulated
mesh to calculate the temperature field for each, and each mesh’s texture coordinate is
reset according to the temperature field. The source and sink boundary edges will fix the
boundary values to produce a temperature field perpendicular to the boundaries. The reset
texture coordinate is used to generate geodesic curves, and the input value curve interval
decides the number of vertex groups containing mesh vertices that share the same range of
y-values [36]. To equalize the distance between geodesic curves, the boundary values are
swapped throughout the iteration, resulting in a greater number of geodesic curves on the
longer branches and a smaller number on the shorter ones.

Figure 4. Temperature field of three prototypes.

3.2. Graph Generation

The graph is a mathematical representation of a geometry’s topological type, consisting
of a set of nodes (N) and the edges (E) interposed between them [47]. After decomposing the
input geometry into geodesic curves, the algorithm generates an undirected graph (skeleton
tree) [17] to illustrate the topological relationship among the curves. The corresponding
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1: Graph Generation.

To represent the curve permutation and its topological structure with a graph, a point
for each curve that is in proximity to its geometric center is calculated. Thus, the index
data of the curves are transferred to the list of central points. There are two elements in the
undirected graph: nodes and edges. Each central point in this undirected graph represents
a node Ng =

{
ng

j , j = 1, 2, . . . , |Ng|
}

. If there is an edge between two nodes, then that
means these two nodes are adjacent.

To establish this graph, firstly an adjacency matrix is created. Then, we initialize each
member of its two-dimensional elements to 0. The line number and the column number
of this matrix represent the index of the graph node Ng. For example, if ng

3 and ng
4 are

adjacent, then the matrix elements (3,4) and (4,3) will both equal to 1. By traversing this
matrix, an edge is constructed between nodes when the matrix element that represents
them is equal to 1. In the undirected graph, when node b is connected to node a by an edge
and b’s z-value is larger than a’s, we call b an “upper node” and a is called a “lower node.”
To verify that the graph is complete, we traverse each node to identify its upper and lower
nodes. Figure 5 shows the undirected graph generated from the three prototypes.
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Algorithm 1. Graph Generation

Input: List < Point3d > points
Output: int [,]adjacency Matrix; List < Line > Edge; List < Point3d > articulation Points
for pointi in List points;
if pointj is adjacent to pointi

adjacency Matrix [i, j] = 1 && adjacency Matrix [j, i] = 1
end
end
for adjacency Matrix [i, j]
if adjacency Matrix [i, j] = 1|| adjacency Matrix [j, i] = 1
build Edge between pointi and pointj

end
end
for pointi in List points;
if Edge[pointi] > = 3
articulation Point = pointi

Figure 5. Undirected graph of the three prototypes.

3.3. Graph Traversal

The goal of the graph traversal approach is to provide a single printing sequence that
conforms to any branching geometry. Considering the printing process, the graph traversal
method should satisfy the following two criteria:

Criteria 1: A printing sequence should conform to the graph; only if there is an edge
between two nodes may these two nodes be printed continuously.

Criteria 2: A layer can only be printed if the previously printed layer is underneath it.
Layer-first search (LFS) and depth-first search (DFS) are two typical search techniques

for undirected graphs. Both search algorithms conform to the two basic criteria previously
outlined; however, their priorities differ. The LFS generates a printing sequence that
considers the layer’s z-value first. The DFS generates a sequence in which one branch
printing procedure should be completed before it prints the next. The DFS method provides
a printing sequence that minimizes the extrusion head movement between necessary
printing paths [17], so it is the one we adopted in our research. Our articulation of this
algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2 and the result of its implementation on the prototypes
is shown in Figure 6.
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Algorithm 2. DFS Graph Traversal

Input: List < Point3d > points; int [,] adjacency Matrix; Point3d heatPoint;
Output: List < Point3d > DFS sorted points;
while (unsortedPoints.Count > 0)
currentPoint = heatPoint
currentPoint = currentPoint.findNext
unsortedPoints.Remove(currentPoint)
DFS sorted points.Add(currentPoint)
if currentPoint.findNext == null
unsortedPoints.findlowestPoint
currentPoint = lowestPoint.findNext
unsortedPoints.Remove(currentPoint)
DFS sorted points.Add(currentPoint)
end
end
static int findNext()
for pointi in List points;
if adjacency Matrix [i, j] = 1|| adjacency Matrix [j, i] = 1
if pointj.Z > pointi.Z
nextPoint = pointj

end
end
end
return nextpointIndex
end

Figure 6. Depth-first traversal.

3.4. Curve Adjustment

Algorithm 2 gives the curve permutation. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 7a,
different curves will likely have distinct seams and orientations. To keep the printing path
continuous, in one specific branch C =

{
cij, i = 1, 2, . . . , |B|; j = 1, 2, . . . , |C|

}
where the

index i is identical, the seams of the upper curve cj+1 and the lower curve cj should be as
close as possible. To achieve this, the seam point of the lower curve cj is considered to be
the reference point, and we utilize the ClosestPointAt Method to retrieve a point on the
upper curve cj+1, which is the closest point to the reference point. Following this method,
the curve index j and the reference point are updated. This procedure is continued until
all of the curves in this branch are traversed, as shown in Figure 7e. To determine if a
closed curve in the Euclidean coordinate system is oriented clockwise or counterclockwise,
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normal vectors are compared. As shown in Figure 7c, for curve cj, vector1
j =

(
ng

j , njk

)
and vector2

j =
(

ng
j , njk+1

)
are generated, as well as normalVectorj = vector1

j × vector2
j . By

calculating if normalVectorj·normalVectorj+1 > 0, we can determine if the upper curve cj+1
shares the same orientation as the lower curve cj, otherwise the orientation of the upper
curve cj+1 should be flipped. This algorithm is demonstrated in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Curve Adjustment

Input: List < Curve > Geodesic Curves; DataTree < Point3d > Divide Points
Output: List < Curve > Oriented Curves
for (int i = 1; i < Geodesic Curves.Count; i++)
refPoint = Geodesic Curves [0].CurveSeam
refPoint = curves[i].ClosestPoint(refPoint)
curves[i].ChangeClosedCurveSeam(refPoint)
end
for (int i = 0; i < Geodesic Curves.Count −1; i++)
dotProduct = Vector3d.Multiply (normalVector[i], normalVector [i + 1])
if (dotProduct < 0)
Geodesic Curves [i + 1].Reverse()
end

Figure 7. Curve Adjustment: (a) original different seams and orientations between upper and
lower curve; (b) modified seams and orientations with different curve normalVector; (c) illustration
of curve’s normalVector; (d) corrected seams and orientations between upper and lower curve;
(e) traversed for all curves in this branch.

3.5. Lattice Generation

The above content illustrates how we obtained a hierarchical permutation of the data
structure of the printing nodes N =

{
nijk, i = 1, 2, . . . , |B|; j = 1, 2, . . . , |C|; k = 1, 2, . . . , |N|

}
.

In this section, the permutation of this data tree is employed to construct the lattice structure
and its corresponding printing path. For nodes in the same layer, vectorjk =

(
ng

j , njk

)
is

generated, and each node moves along this vector for a printable distance (which in this case
is 30 mm), forming a new node system with the same data structure as the formal nodes; we
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identify these two node systems by their relative positions, the formal nodes are labeled as in-
ternal Ni =

{
ni

ijk, i = 1, 2, . . . , |B|; j = 1, 2, . . . , |C|; k = 1, 2, . . . , |N|
}

, and the nodes generated

later are labeled as external; Ne =
{

ne
ijk, i = 1, 2, . . . , |B|; j = 1, 2, . . . , |C|; k = 1, 2, . . . , |N|

}
. A

weaving method is used to generate a path between Ni and Ne and between different layers
of Ni and Ne.

Figure 8 illustrates the four strut types of the lattice structure, each of which is gener-
ated by a distinct weaving mechanism. The weaving method traverses two lists of data
by a specific weaving pattern (in this situation the weaving pattern is {0;1}), which means
the traversal procedure goes through two input streams, taking one element from the
first list and then one element from the other list, combining two lists to generate a new
one. Figure 8a,b shows the weaving structure that forms the horizontal zigzag printing
path between ni

0;0;k and ne
0;0;k. Figure 8c illustrates the weaving structure between the

upper layer ne
0;1;k and the lower layer ne

0;0;k, forming the vertical zigzag printing path;
this type of weaving structure is constructed both internally and externally. Figure 8d
represents the zigzag pattern between internal lower layer ni

0;0;k and external upper layer
ne

0;1;k, constructing an inclined zigzag printing path that binds the internal and external
structure tightly.

Figure 8. Lattice Generation: (a) horizontal zigzag printing; (b) horizontal printing; (c) vertical zigzag
printing; (d) zigzag pattern between internal lower layer and external upper layer.
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One issue with this weaving method is the branch joint articulation. At the joint of
different branches, one base layer has to correspond with the multiple layers of the upper
branches. In the case of two branches as shown in Figure 9, the top layer of the root ne

0;12;k
is connected to two upper layers ne

1;0;k and ne
2;0;k. The correspondence of the nodes in these

layers should be articulated first before the lattice generation method can be implemented.

Figure 9. Branch Articulation.

If two branches share the same root, then the node count k of each layer in these
two branches should be half of that in the root. At the first layer of these two branches, the
ClosestPointAt Method is used to find best-corresponding nodes in the base layer. Each
node of ne

1;0;k and ne
2;0;k has one correspondent node and index, and these correspondent

nodes and their indices serve as these two branches’ true base layers and are used to
generate the lattice for the joint of the branches, as shown in Figure 9.

4. Results
4.1. Printing Simulation Setup

The printing procedure simulation was configured on the Rhinoceros platform using
the KUKA|PRC plugin. In this example, a KUKA Agilus KR6 R900 Robot was adopted. The
sizes of the input prototypes were adjusted to correspond with the robot arm’s operational
capability. The geodesic contours were generated using the tool’s printable strut length,
which ranges from 10 mm to 80 mm. The linear movement command was utilized to
convert the points our algorithm generated to the robot’s movement procedure, which
in this case accounted for the size and offset of the extrusion head. The extrusion head
was configured to move at a rate of 0.03 m/s in accordance with the practical printing
procedure. Printing speed was the key parameter that affected the overall printing time, as
analyzed below.

4.2. Prototypes Implementation

The final results of the lattice generation and the printing node permutation of the
aforementioned three prototypes using our approach are illustrated in Figure 10. The
approach was optimal for these basic types: two branch geometry, multi-branch geometry
and multi-level-branch geometry. These three prototypes demonstrate the fundamental
elements of tree-like geometries and can be combined to form more complicated geometries
that belong to this topological type.
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Figure 10. Prototype Lattice Generation: (a) two-branch geometry; (b) multi-branch geometry;
(c) multi-level-branch geometry.

Figure 10a1–c1 emphasize the root formulation of these prototypes in red, and a2–c2

demonstrate typical branch joint design solutions for various prototypes.
There are three geodesic curves for generating the branch joint in the two-branch

prototype labeled a2. C0; −1 is the last curve of the root branch; C1;0 and C2;0 are the first
curves of the first and second branch, respectively.

In the multi-branch prototype labeled as b2, there are two subdivisions: C1; 0 and C2; 0
are initially divided from C3;0, and then they are separated from each other to form their
own branches.

For the multi-level branch prototype labeled as c2, there are two levels of branch joints:
the first level is generated from the curves C0; −1, C1;0 and C2; 0, and the second level is
generated from C2; −1, C3; 0 and C4; 0.

All the branch joints conform to the lattice structure of the root branches to which they
connect, and the printing node permutations are appropriately organized to maintain
rigidity. Figure 10a3–c3 illustrate the branches highlighted in blue and sub-branches
highlighted in yellow.

In addition to the three prototypes proposed, the APPG approach is able to be imple-
mented on various branching geometries. Figure 11 demonstrates the possible extensions
of the three original prototypes: (a) two-branch geometry prototype, (b) multi-branch
geometry prototype, and (c) multi-level-branch geometry prototype. Figure 11 depicts
these examples with varying branching angles, lengths, branch numbers, and branch levels.
They provide confirmation of the solution’s general applicability.
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Figure 11. Examples of possible inputs and their generated lattice: (a) two-branch geometry;
(b) multi-branch geometry; (c) multi-level-branch geometry.

4.3. Fabrication Expenses

Table 1 lists the fabrication expenses of the basic prototype with the height of 700 mm.
Here they are compared with other frontier algorithms including Li’s support-free planar
printing algorithm (SFP) [17] and Huang’s RSP algorithm (SAMP) [45], both implemented
on two-branch structures. The computational time (CT) of each prototype revealed that our
algorithm was the most time-efficient, requiring only 2.4 s to calculate the permutation of
2628 printing nodes. The SAMP required 35 s to calculate the permutation of 91 printing
nodes, which is clearly unsuitable for large-scale printing. Although the SFP method could
also deal with a high number of nodes, the planar printing method resulted in a redundant
printing path length of 49,765 mm, which limits the scale of its production.

Table 1. Data for a printing simulation: computational time (CT), path length (Lpath), unit height
printing time (Timeunit), number of layers (Nlayer), number of nodes (Nnode), and average strut length
(Lstrut ). Results are shown for Li’s support-free printing algorithm (SFP) [17], Huang’s sequence and
motion planning algorithm (SAMP) [33], and the APSP method presented in this paper.

Factor CT (s) Lpath (mm) Timeunit (s) Nlayer Nnode

Input APSP SFP SAMP APSP SAMP APSP SFP SAMP APSP SFP SAMP APSP SFP SAMP

Prototype 2.4 33 35 106,739 49,765 50 78 55 31 145 8 2628 17,148 91

4.4. Printing Validation

Figure 12 demonstrates the printing process simulation of the three prototypes, each
of which features distinct branches and corresponding printing orientations. Printing
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orientation is a key parameter influencing the quality of the printed products because
it confronts the following issues: (a) materials being extruded that are still at their glass
transition temperature will be unexpectedly deformed by the pressure from the end-
effector; (b) there might be a collision between the end-effector and the solid material
that has been extruded; (c) the robot arm motion should be kept smooth. Optimizing
the printing orientation while keeping a modest angle with the direction of gravity and
adhering to the normal vector direction of distinct layers is the optimal solution for these
problems. To achieve that, the directed graph discussed earlier was employed to generate
the printing orientation. When the angle between the printing orientation and gravity
direction exceeded 30 degrees, it was adjusted to be 30 degrees, which is the optimal angle
determined empirically through formal experimentation.

Figure 12. Printing process simulation: (a) two-branch geometry; (b) multi-branch geometry;
(c) multi-level-branch geometry.
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In Figure 12, the three protypes are labeled a, b and c. When calculating the angle
between struts and horizontal plane, we utilized a red-to-blue gradient to indicate the
angle’s value. As the angle increased, the color gradually moved from red to blue. As
shown in Figure 12, the struts in the root branches typically have a relatively modest angle,
whereas larger angles can be found in upper branches’ struts. These angle transitions were
determined by the orientation of the branch boundary curve. In our method, the extrusion
head direction was adjusted to accommodate this transition in order to create a successfully
printed outcome.

5. Summary and Future Research

This research presents a cutting-edge attempt to implement robotic spatial printing
(RSP) on branching geometries. The research proposes a novel automated printing path
generation (APPG) approach containing a new hierarchical framework of data and a
workflow of algorithms. Due to the topologically difficult and computationally expensive
nature of branching geometries, related studies have been limited in small-scale layer-based
printing. Studies on large-scale RSP are rarely found. The hierarchical framework presented
in this paper addresses this problem by combining the highly ordered branching structure’s
node permutation with the DataTree structure in the Grasshopper plugin. Therefore, it is
possible to print branching geometry by extruding materials directly in 3D space.

Along with the hierarchical system, the simulation results are presented with a com-
parison of computational cost that demonstrates the efficiency of the APPG approach.
This enables it to be implemented on permutations with a large number of disordered
nodes, thereby improving the large-scale RSP procedure in the construction industry. This
paper also introduces a useful analytical tool for topological analysis of input geometries,
including undirected graph (skeleton tree) generation and branching joint articulation. The
related codes are packaged into an easy-to-use GHA file.

The branching geometry prototypes proposed in this paper are based on topology
theory. These prototypes and their combinations represent a vast library of geometries and
indicate the algorithm’s potential to be used to generate an appropriate printing path for
more complex branching geometries that have been topologically optimized. Even still,
there are limitations to this study. A few areas that should be expanded or investigated
further are outlined as follows.

Input geometries: The algorithm provided in this study does not take into account
all of the topological types that can be printed; instead, it focuses on the branching ge-
ometries known as “Trees” in graph theory, which is an undirected graph with no torus.
When the printing procedure encounters input geometries with a torus, the printing
path should be modified. The printing orientation at the torus’s joint may still present
significant challenges.

The combination of APPG with a mechanical optimization method such as topology
optimization [48] and 3D graphic statics [49]: As one of the conventional 3D printing con-
figurations, RSP is also suitable for the manufacture of topology optimization or 3D graphic
statics results. To fully enable this method in combination with topology optimization, in-
put geometries should be further extended as mentioned above. It is critical to consider how
to integrate these two methods in order to achieve a more efficient computation procedure
and a more efficient output for both mechanical properties and printing procedure.
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